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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to iterate on an initial above-the-knee prosthetic model in
order to improve the design in terms of size, weight, and biocompatibility. The approach
to this iteration was to make the knee design more compact while still maintaining
mechanical functionality. More specifically, several static and drop tests were run on the
knee in order to determine its effectiveness in supporting static and quasistatic loads.
The positions in which these stress tests were run include static upright standing, static
one-knee 90 degree kneeling, static squatting at maximum flexion, and quasistatic
midstride. These simulations were conducted to find areas of high stress and strain.
These stress and strain patterns were recorded and used to determine the maximum
body weight a physical knee prosthetic could support. Additionally, the material used to
create the links of the prosthetic was changed from AISI 316 stainless steel to 6061-O
aluminum alloy. This change resulted in a 55% reduction in material strength with a
73.8% decrease in total weight. This tradeoff was found acceptable as the end user
would benefit more from the reduced weight than the increased strength. It was found
that after the four different tests were conducted, the knee could support a 217 pound
user under static conditions without failure. This value was limited by the one-knee
kneeling test, which produced the steepest stress-to-body weight curve (m=41.1 psi/lbf).
This maximum body weight value was found to exceed nearly 100% of the adult
population in the United States. The lower 50% of adult men and women could utilize
the prosthetic at a factor of safety of 1.079 and 1.272, respectively. The lower 26.6% of
Indian men and 51.8% of Indian women could utilize the prosthetic at a factor of safety
of 2. While this iteration improved on the initial design, further geometric design
changes and dynamic testing would yield more optimized results.

Introduction
The need for inexpensive and mass-produced prosthetics around the world is growing
every year, especially in third-world countries. In Cummings’ review of various literature
pertaining to the subject, he listed that some of the most important factors that
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prosthetics used in India needed to have were durability, low cost, must be simple to
repair, and must be lightweight. [3] These parameters were initially designed for in the
first iteration of the knee, of which this second iteration is built upon.
The goal of this design study was to take an initial above-the-knee amputee prosthetic
knee design and further improve it in terms of material selection, size, weight, and
mechanical design. The initial design is from the report titled “Prosthetic Knee Design”
by Ang et. al. [1] While the initial design satisfied the conditions of providing a prosthetic
that had the capacity of bending similar to a human knee, it was crude and unoptimized
in terms of weight and structure. This report serves to present some of the ways the
design geometry was changed in order to present a more complete prosthetic option.
Additionally, this report also presents several static and drop tests that were run in order
to study the mechanical stresses on the new design.

Initial Design Considerations
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the knee initially designed by the team of Ang et. al. This
figure was developed using the program Solidworks by Dassault Systèmes. The initial
prosthetic was designed based on a simple four-bar mechanism, where link A was the
ground link, link C was the connecting rod, and links B and D were the two cranks. The
system did not use energy input from any sort of battery or human power; in order to
make the prosthetic as simple as possible, it was developed to only move manually.
While this process is not the most comfortable for the user, it allows the design to retain
its simplicity (i.e. for repairs or part replacement) while keeping the number of parts to a
minimum. The three clevis pins seen in the diagram are aftermarket parts from the
McMaster-Carr website (part no. 93890A194 for the right-most pin and 93890A196 for
the left two pins) These pins use c-clamps on either end to keep them from freeing
themselves during repeated use of the prosthetic. These pins were selected because
the c-clamps on the ends are cheaper to replace if lost or broken as opposed to the
entire pin (part no. 98408A138). The rotary pin and the ball bearings were also from the
same website (part no. 1257K103 for the pin and 60355K861 for the ball bearings).
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These parts were selected due to the significant amount of time to design and
implement ball bearings in-house. The topic of cost is not significant to this study;
however, more cost data can be seen in Table A1.

Figure 1 Diagram of initial knee design with Links A-D,
clevis pins, and rotary pin/ball bearing sets labeled

The aftermarket parts used in the initial design are the same parts that were
implemented into the second design. There was no reason to change or replace any of
them in design, due to their easy application in the prosthetic and solid mechanical
functionality. However, the number of ball bearings connected to the rotary pin was
increased from 3 to 6. This was done to more evenly distribute any bodily load from link
B to link D and reduce the likelihood of failure.
Figure 2 shows the initial prosthetic knee flexed to its maximum bend angle of 142.19
degrees. This bend angle allowed for users of the prosthetic to perform actions
necessary of a bent knee, including sitting, bending over, and squatting. Due to the
compact nature of the second design, this same maximum bend angle was not
achievable; however, it was not drastically reduced and still allowed for most of its range
of motion. Similarly, because of the changes to the design, some of the mechanical
simulations were run slightly different compared to the original design. This can be seen
in the following sections.
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Figure 2 Diagram of fully-flexed initial prosthetic with a maximum bend angle of 142.19 degrees (this angle was
found by subtracting the included angle between the lines normal to link A and link C from 180 degrees)

Design Process

Figure 3 Isometric view of new prosthetic design in standing position

The design of the knee is based on a simple 4-bar mechanism. In order to make the
knee lighter and more compact compared to the original model, the focus of the iteration
process was the total volume of the system. More specifically, the connecting and
bottom links needed to be reduced in their height in such a way that still allowed for
proper functionality under load. To achieve this, link B was shortened from 3.25 inches
to 2.00 inches, and link D was shortened from 4.50 inches to 3.35 inches. The
dimensions that were changed can be seen in the following figure.
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Figure 4 New iteration of link B (left) and link D (right). The dimensions that were changed are highlighted in purple

Link C contained unnecessary material and was reduced in height accordingly. The
distance in the y-direction from the center of the lower pin hole to the bottom of the link
was shortened from 2.50 inches to 1.50 inches. The general shape of the link was also
altered. The initial design had a more blocked shape with sharp corners; the new design
is slimmed down and given generous constant and variable filleting to improve weight,
size, and compatibility with clothing. These changes can be seen in the following figure.

Figure 5 New iteration of link C. Dimension shown was reduced from 2.50 to 1.50 inches from the initial design
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In addition to shortening the overall height of the knee, the length was also reduced.
This was done in order to not only make the design more compact but also to reduce
the amount of forward moment applied to the knee from the upper leg. In the initial
design, link A contributed the greatest amount of unnecessary length to the knee. It was
shortened from 4.00 inches to 3.00 inches in the x-direction. Additionally, as with link C
from before, link A was changed from its original blocky design to a more rounded and
filleted one. These changes in shape and dimension can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 6 New iteration of link A. Dimension shown reduced from 4.00 inches to 3.00 inches from the initial design

Finally, to make the prosthetic lighter and more ergonomic for the end user, the material
for the links was changed from AISI 316 stainless steel to 6061-O aluminum alloy.

Static and Drop Testing
Several static load and drop test simulations were run on the knee model using the
Solidworks program. These tests were done in ways to simulate different positions the
knee prosthetic would be and what forces and moments would act on the prosthetic in
these positions. The positions simulated include static upright standing, static one-knee
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kneeling, static squatting, static midstride, and dynamic drop testing. These tests were
done in order to find areas of high stress and strain. This information could be used in
further design iterations in order to optimize the geometry of the model.
Each test was run to simulate five different body weights. The weights tested vary, due
to stress limitations of the aluminum, and were chosen to represent a large range of
users. In the tests where only half of the user’s weight was applied to the knee (such as
standing), the stresses in the knee prosthetic will display as only reacting to that half. In
tests where the entire weight of the user is applied (such as midstride), the stresses will
react to the entire weight normally. Tests that were dependent upon the user’s height
(such as joint moment) used a test height of 66 inches.

Static Upright Standing
This test was conducted to simulate the knee supporting a user in a vertical, standing
position. This test was simple and required only a few conditions. Namely, a load was
applied to the top of the cylindrical portion of link A, where the knee would connect to
the femur of the user. The model was constrained on the inside of link C, where the
prosthetic would connect to a lower leg prosthetic. The figures below represent the force
and constraints mentioned.

Figure 7 Images of model in standing position showing location of applied load (left) and applied constraint (right)
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Static One-Knee Kneeling
This test was conducted to simulate the prosthetic supporting a user kneeling on only
on the prosthetic itself. According to a study done by Pollard et. al., it was found that
while in a 90 degree kneeling position, about 70% of the test subject’s body weight was
applied as a tibial force through the knee. [7] This value was then multiplied by each of
the weights listed above and then used as the applied force in the simulations.
Additionally, to better account for real femur-knee-tibia interaction, varus-valgus,
flexion-extension, and interior-exterior moments were also applied to the knee in the
simulations. Again, according to Pollard et. al., the varus-valgus moments in subjects
were about 0.5% of their body weight times their height, flexion-extension moments
were about -4%, and interior-exterior moments were about 0.25%, all normalized. In
these tests, varus, flexion, and interior moments were positive. [7] The model was
constrained at the front curved section of link C, which makes contact with the ground
during kneeling.

The following figures show where these forces, moments, and

constraints appear in the simulations.

Figure 8 Images of model in kneeling position showing location and direction of interior (left), flexion (center), and
varus (right) moments and their respective reference geometry (for direction only)
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Figure 9 Images of model in kneeling position showing location of applied load (left) and applied constraint (right)

Static Squatting
This test was done to simulate the prosthetic supporting a user in a squatting position.
According to Masouros et. al., the joint forces in the knee while squatting are about 3.5
times the user’s body weight in the tibiofemoral direction and 5.5 times the user’s body
weight in the patellofemoral direction. [6] These values were multiplied by each test
weight and used in the simulations, applied in their respective directions. The joint was
constrained at the top of the inclined section of link C. Physically, the joint would be
constrained where links A and C collide; however, to examine the stresses that appear
there, they could not be constrained in the software. The following figures show the
position of the forces and constraints.

Figure 10 Images of model in squatting position showing location of applied tibiofemoral (left)
and patellofemoral (center) loads and applied constraint (right)
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Static Midstride
This test was done to simulate the prosthetic supporting a user midstride, resulting in
the entirety of their body weight applying a force and moment on the prosthetic. The
force component of this load is treated similarly to the standing test, albeit with the
entire body weight used as opposed to only half. The moment component was
generated by taking the body weight and multiplying it by the horizontal distance
between the pelvic centerline and femoral head. The distance used in this test was 3.51
inches, which comes from a study conducted by Bardakos and Freeman. [2] The model
was constrained by the inside of link C, where the model would be connected to a lower
leg prosthetic. The following figures show the positions of these forces, moments, and
constraints.

Figure 11 Images of model in midstride position showing location of applied force (left),
applied moment (center), and applied constraint (right)

Drop Test
This test was done to simulate what would happen to the knee if it was accidentally
mishandled and dropped. Each test began with the prosthetic at an initial height of 3
feet which was measured from the ground to the lowest point on the model in the
direction of gravity. The knee was then allowed to fall and impact the ground, creating
stress within the model. The propagation of this stress at the location of highest stress
was recorded for the first 122.7 microseconds after impact. The following figures show
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the initial setup for the test with the model in its standing position. This setup also
applies to the model in the kneeling position.

Figure 12 Initial setup of model in standing position for drop test. Direction of gravity is normal
to the purple-shaded surface and the magnitude was set equal to 9.81 m/s2

Results
Figure 13 shows the knee in its maximum flexed position with a bend angle of 123.89
degrees. This is a 12.9% reduction from the initial design. The maximum flexion of the
knee is limited by interference between links B and C. It is found by taking the acute
angle between the axes passing through the centers of the mounting points of links A
and C and subtracting the value from 180 degrees.

Figure 13 Image of model at maximum flexion angle. The angle is found by taking the measured value
(56.11 degrees) and subtracting it from 180 degrees to produce the flexion angle

The following figures represent the maximum stress and maximum strain in the
prosthetic model as functions of body weight in pounds-force. The maximum stress was
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plotted in pounds per square inch and the maximum strain was plotted in microstrains.
In both figures, the blue diamonds represent the standing tests; the orange dots
kneeling; the grey triangles squatting; and the yellow squares midstride. In Figure 14,
the yield strength of 6061-O aluminum (9000psi) is represented by the transparent blue
line. It should be noted that in each figure, as the body weight of the simulated test
subject increased, both the maximum stress and the maximum strain increased at a
roughly linear rate.

Figure 14 Graph of maximum stress in the model versus the test body weight for each static loading test. The yield
stress of 6061-O aluminum (9000 psi) is marked with the horizontal blue line. The kneeling test trendline equation
sets the maximum weight the prosthetic could be used due to its steep stress-to-body weight curve (~41.4 psi/lbf)

Figure 15 Graph of maximum strain in microstrains plotted against test body weight for each static loading test
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The next two figures represent the minimum factors of safety of the four different tests.
The factors of safety were found by taking the yield strength of the aluminum (9000psi)
and dividing by the maximum stress in the model during simulation. The factors of
safety are plotted along the y-axis and the body weight in pounds-force is plotted on the
x-axis. Notice that the factors of safety in the standing tests are much larger than those
of the other three tests. Additionally, it should be noted that all four tests decrease
inversely with respect to increasing body weight.

Figure 16 Graph of factor of safety plotted against test body weight for the standing static load test. The factor of
safety was calculated by dividing the maximum stress by the yield strength of the test material

Figure 17 Graph of factor of safety plotted against test body weight for kneeling, squatting, and midstride static load
tests. The factor of safety was calculated by dividing the maximum stress by the yield strength of the test material
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The two time-history graphs below show the propagation of stress at the highest stress
points in both the kneeling (left) and standing (right) drop tests. The points of highest
stress can be viewed in Figure A1. In both figures, the x-axis represents the von Mises
stress in pounds per square inch, and the y-axis represents the time after impact in
microseconds. Notice that neither graph follows a predictable trend with respect to time;
however, it can be viewed that the stress in the model tends to increase after impact
while kneeling and decreases after impact while standing.

Figure 18 Time history graphs of peak stress location for kneeling (left) and standing (right) drop tests

Discussion
The goal of this study was to create a more compact and lightweight iteration of the
initial knee design in order to facilitate better compatibility with a wider range of end
users. As such, the changes seen above were necessary in order to meet those goals.
For example, it can be seen in Figure 13 that the maximum bend angle of the knee was
reduced from 142.19 degrees to 123.89 degrees. While this reduction may prevent
users from engaging in high-flexion activity (such as squatting, deep jumping, etc.), it
still allows for common everyday tasks, such as walking, running, cycling, and climbing
stairs. [5]
Looking at Figure 14, there are several significant conclusions that can be made from
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the stress versus test weight plot. For example, it can be seen that one-knee kneeling
has the greatest impact on the prosthetic in terms of both stress and strain. This is due
to the presence of a 3-axis moment on the prosthetic in addition to the body weight. Like
the moment found in the midstride tests, these moments are generated by the knee’s
relative position to the body’s center-of-mass, where the knee contacts the ground, and
how the knee interacts with the femur and lower leg prosthetic. Because of this, the
kneeling tests should be the limiting factor in deciding what demographic of end users
can safely utilize the prosthetic.
Approximating a linear trend for the kneeling static test, the knee can safely be used by
someone who is less than or approximately 217 lbs in static conditions. According to a
National Health Statistics Report conducted by Fryar et. al., the average age-adjusted
weight of adult men in the United States from 2015-2016 was 197.9 lbs with a standard
error of 2 lbs; the average for adult women was 170.6 lbs with a standard error of 1.7
lbs. Using these statistics, it can be concluded that the vast majority of adults in the
United States would be able to utilize the prosthetic in many static and quasistatic
conditions, considering a factor of safety of 1. The lower 50% of adult males in the US
can use the prosthetic with a factor of safety equal to or greater than 1.097, and the
lower 50% of adult women in the US can use the prosthetic with a factor of safety equal
to or greater than 1.272. [4]
The average weight of Indian men from 2005-06 was 56.07 kg (123.61 lbs) with a
standard deviation of 10.99 kg (24.22 lbs), and the average weight of Indian women in
the same year was 48.75 kg (107.48 lbs) with a standard deviation of 10.29 kg (22.69
lbs). [8] To achieve a factor of safety greater than or equal to 2, the lower 26.6% of
Indian men and the lower 51.8% of Indian women can utilize the prosthetic for static and
quasistatic loading.
The main material used to construct the links of the knee was changed from AISI 316
stainless steel to 6061-O aluminum alloy. This change was done in order to drastically
reduce the weight of the prosthetic. While this change combined with the decreased
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dimensions of the links resulted in an overall more compact system, the change in
material also limited the system in terms of its strength. There was a tradeoff between
reduction in material density (0.289 lb/in3 for steel and 0.098 lb/in3 for Al, 66.3%
reduction) and reduction of yield strength (20000psi for steel and 9000psi for Al, 55%
reduction). This tradeoff was deemed acceptable and necessary, however, because the
decrease in overall mass of the system (initial design - 11.87 lb, second design - 3.11
lb, 73.8% reduction) would benefit a large user base more significantly than the extra
strength of the steel.

Conclusion
This iterative design was intended to improve on the design of the prosthetic knee solely
in terms of geometry, weight, and mechanical capacity. It was discussed earlier that this
new design provides a safe solution for a large percentage of the US and Indian
population while simultaneously subtracting 70% of the weight from the original design.
However, complicated dynamical biomechanics, fluctuating market material prices, and
extensive weight and BMI distributions among countries around the world necesitate
further study and optimization of above-the-knee amputee prosthetics. Next steps in
iterative design would include further material evaluation and selection, dynamic testing
(such as walking and running simulations), and geometric optimization.
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Appendix
Table A1 Price breakdown of second prosthetic design

Part

McMaster-Carr part #

Price per part

QTY

Price

Headless Clevis Pin with
Retaining Ring Groove
Headless Clevis Pin with
Retaining Ring Groove

93890A194

$12.84

1

$12.84

93890A196

$13.16

2

$26.32

Rotary Shaft

1257K103

$3.73

1

$3.73

Ball Bearing

60355K861

$3.35

6

$20.10

Subtotal

$62.99

Metal type

Price per pound ($/lbf) (March 2020)

Mass of design (lbf)

Price

Aluminum

0.85

3.11

$2.64
Total

$65.63

Figure A1 Stress in model in kneeling position (left) and standing position (right) 127 microseconds after impact
during drop test. Highest stress in model - 8688.0 psi (kneeling), 8906.9 psi (standing)

